
FALL / WINTER 2011



MUSIC IS WHAT FEELING SOUNDS LIKE
~ AUTHOR UNKNOWN

If music is what feeling sounds like then 
clothing is what those feelings wear. It is the 
perception of our feelings that drives our 
desires. We3 Designs strives to offer pieces 
that connect strongly to the desires in 
each woman.
 Drawing on the bond of music and 
fashion and our own personal connections 
with music and its place in all three of our 
hearts us three at We3 designs present our 
F/W11 collection. 24 pieces strong and filled 
with detail, structure and controlled volume.
 Introducing new styles – 2 pairs of pants, 

2 blouses, a long skirt and a most beautiful 
wool coat. Departing from our foundation of 
all knits, we have included 3 woven fabrics to 
balance our collection.
 If you are a devotee of our knits and 
essentials, not to worry, there is still plenty on
offer. In fact we are also introducing a 
secondary fabric choice for our essentials: 
Superfine Merino Wool for your higher end 
customer’s needs.
 We3 Designs is louder than words. Low 
impact and high style so you can tread
lightly while you live large.





www.we3.ca
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Treble Tunic (upside dow
n)

Treble Tunic



Staccato Sw
eater

Staccato Sw
eater (upside dow

n)
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R
aglan Turtleneck Essential

Tem
po Top



V-neck 3/4 Sleeve Essential

C
adence Top



Long Sleeve Scoop N
eck Essential

K
im

ono Sleeve Essential

*available in modal and merino wool *available in modal and merino wool
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*available in modal and merino wool
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Beat Blouse



R
hythm

 Blouse

Syncopate Top



Recital Pants

Requiem
 Skirt



Bass Belt

Progression Pants



O
pus C

oat

O
pus C

oat (back)





For more information and wholesale 
inquiries please contact Jessica Vaira 

either by e-mail at us3@we3.ca or by 
telephone at (604)879-8595. 

Deadline for orders: March 15th
Delivery Window: Aug 15th - Oct 15th 

Payment options: 
Visa, MasterCard, AMEX, COD 

*Prepay for your order by April 15th and 
receive a 10% discount!

Please call to inquire about stock levels and 
second run status.
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